UN Volunteers
TALENT SOLUTIONS

- UNV has activated their rapid deployment workflow in support of the UN Humanitarian Crisis Team and UN Country Team in Haiti for UN Volunteers and Online Volunteers.
- UNV can deploy skilled national and international UN Volunteers within seven to twenty days to complement local mechanisms and UN workforce.
- Online volunteers can be engaged within hours.

OUR CATEGORIES

- UN Expert Volunteers
  - 15+ years of expertise
- UN Specialist Volunteers
  - Skill and experience
- UN Youth Volunteers
  - Young innovators
- UN Community Volunteers
  - Local knowledge
- Online Volunteers
  - Volunteers serving remotely

Combine different categories to fit your needs

Why UNV?

SOLUTION TO THE HR AND TALENT NEEDS OF AGENCIES

- Recruitment and benefits managed by UNV.
- Ideal support in emergency contexts, leveraging local capacities.
- Engagement of highly qualified professionals, with a high sense of commitment.
- Support to local entities (governments, etc.) through highly qualified volunteers.

PROMOTION OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND SOCIAL COHESION

- Maximize the impact of UN System interventions through wide-ranging talents
- Establish volunteer schemes to guarantee community engagement.

ONLINEVOLUNTEERING.ORG SERVICE PLATFORM

- Support to project implementation through specific online tasks.
- Online volunteers engaged up to 20 hours/week for up to 26 weeks.

Rapid and Tailored Responses

- Availability of UN Volunteers with varied professional profiles & technical expertise
- Fast track deployment (within seven to twenty days)
- Direct recruitment & flexible contract lengths (3 – 48 months)
- Well-being and safety ensured: CIGNA, UNDSS
- Large scale recruitments under tailored conditions

Contact us!
UNV Coordinator in Haiti: darline.monfort@unv.org and unvrolac@unv.org
UN Volunteers for Haitian Humanitarian Response

The United Nations Volunteers (UNV) programme is geared to support UN partners in Haiti in ensuring an inclusive response and recovery in the aftermath of the earthquake. UN Volunteers has activated their rapid deployment workflow in support of the UN Humanitarian Crisis Team and UN Country Team in Haiti for UN Volunteers and Online Volunteers.
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Sustainable Development Goal: SDG 10: Reduced inequalities SDG 11: Sustainable cities and communities SDG 17: Partnerships for the goals